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ellular-specific targets and
pathways of bioactive small molecules in tissues via
integrating single-cell transcriptomics and
chemoproteomics†

Jiayun Chen,‡a Zheng Chu,‡a Qian Zhang,‡b Chen Wang,a Piao Luo,b Ying Zhang,a

Fei Xia, a Liwei Gu, a Yin Kwan Wong,c Qiaoli Shi,a Chengchao Xu,*a Huan Tang*a

and Jigang Wang *abcd

Identifying the cellular targets of bioactive small molecules within tissues has been a major concern in drug

discovery and chemical biology research. Compared to cell line models, tissues consist of multiple cell

types and complicated microenvironments. Therefore, elucidating the distribution and heterogeneity of

targets across various cells in tissues would enhance the mechanistic understanding of drug or toxin

action in real-life scenarios. Here, we present a novel multi-omics integration pipeline called Single-cell

TargEt Profiling (STEP) that enables the global profiling of protein targets in mammalian tissues with

single-cell resolution. This pipeline integrates single-cell transcriptome datasets with tissue-level protein

target profiling using chemoproteomics. Taking well-established classic drugs such as aspirin,

aristolochic acid, and cisplatin as examples, we confirmed the specificity and precision of cellular drug-

target profiles and their associated molecular pathways in tissues using the STEP analysis. Our findings

provide more informative insights into the action modes of bioactive molecules compared to in vitro

models. Collectively, STEP represents a novel strategy for profiling cellular-specific targets and functional

processes with unprecedented resolution.
Introduction

Identifying the target engagement of active small molecules
(ASMs) and studying their subsequently mediated biological
processes in complex organisms have been critical issues in
understanding the mechanism of action (MoA) of drugs.1–3 In
recent years, chemoproteomics has emerged as a powerful
method for identifying protein targets of ASMs by coupling
biorthogonal chemistry with activity-based protein proling
(ABPP) strategies. Although remarkable advances have been
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made in in vitro models such as cell lines and recombinant
proteins by chemoproteomics,4–6 our knowledge of the target
identication and functional validation of ASMs across various
cell types in tissues is still limited. The inherent cellular
heterogeneity and its crucial role in impacting the targeting
bioactivity of ASMs underscore the urgent need for an approach
or pipeline that enables the analysis of ASM target engagement
in tissues with cell specic resolution.7

Currently, dissecting the actions of cellular ASMs in living
animals via chemoproteomics remains a long-standing challenge
due to the high cost of large-scale bioorthogonal probe produc-
tion, lower sensitivity, and a poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).8,9

Pang et al. developed a method termed CATCH, which improves
the SNR by making tissues transparent, thereby enabling the
imaging of small-molecule drug–target cellular interactions in
brain tissues in situ.10 Building upon this, we are motivated to
explore a high-throughput, low-cost, and user-friendly analysis
strategy for dissecting drug–target engagement at single-cell
resolution in mammalian tissues.

With recent advancements in cutting-edge analytical technol-
ogies, single-cell RNA sequencing (scRNA-seq) provides unprece-
dented resolution in revealing the gene expression prole and
functional state in individual cells.4 Even though the consistency
between RNA and protein levels is not always guaranteed due to
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 4313–4321 | 4313
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the limitation of current technologies and the dynamic nature of
biological systems, the divergence of expression patterns among
different cell types might persist at the transcriptome and protein
levels.11 Inspired by the power and advantage of scRNA-seq in
addressing cellular heterogeneity, we here developed a pipeline
called Single-cell TargEt Proling (STEP) for investigating cellular
targets in mammalian tissues by integrating chemoproteomics
with scRNA-seq approaches. Using this strategy, we successfully
obtained the target engagement proles of three well-known
ASMs (aspirin, aristolochic acid, and cisplatin) at single-cell
resolution in various tissues (brain, kidney, and tumor), demon-
strating the feasibility, reliability, and versatility of this strategy.
Furthermore, our ndings regarding the distribution and
enriched pathways of protein targets across various cellular pop-
ulations within the tissues provide valuable insights into the
pharmacological and toxicological effects of ASMs, which could
greatly advance drug discovery and clinical translation.
Results and discussion
Workow of STEP for identifying the cellular targets of ASMs
in tissues

As shown in Fig. 1, the workow of STEP includes four main
modules. Firstly, to gure out which tissues or organs were the
primary targets or deposition sites of specic ASMs, the distri-
bution and bioactivity of ASMs should be determined by phar-
macokinetic studies including the distribution and bioactivity
of ASMs in vivo. Of note, chemoproteomics can also provide an
alternative approach to locate the most targeted tissue by the
chemical labeling effect. Secondly, the selected tissues were
then subjected to scRNA-seq and chemoproteomics analysis,
obtaining the transcriptomics dataset of various cell types and
targeted protein proling of ASMs in the selected tissues.
Furthermore, the expression matrix of targeted proteins was
extracted from the scRNA-seq dataset in corresponding tissues.
Finally, the divergence in the gene expression level of protein
targets in tissues indicates the heterogeneity of ASMs across
various cell types, thereby determining the cellular targets and
related biological pathways of ASMs in tissues at single-cell
resolution.

In the following analysis, by taking well-established covalent
drugs such as aspirin, aristolochic acid, and cisplatin as
examples, we will demonstrate the precision, predictability and
informative nature of our strategy. According to the features of
ASMs to be explored, this pipeline as well as the datasets can be
extended to analyze the pharmacological or toxicological effects
of other drugs on their targeted tissues. Furthermore, this
pipeline offers a guideline to select suitable cell lines as in vitro
models by comparing the distribution of protein targets of
ASMs for studying the bioactivities of drugs in specic organs in
an unbiased manner.
STEP identication of the cellular-specic targets of the
aspirin probe in brain tissues

Aspirin (ASP), a well-known drug that is widely used worldwide,
has broad-spectrum bioactivities including antipyretic,
4314 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 4313–4321
analgesic, antithrombotic, and anti-inammatory.12,13 Referring
to our previous study, we have previously developed a chemical
ASP probe and used it to identify protein targets in vitro.14 To
further investigate the main targeted tissue where ASP func-
tions, ten types of mouse tissues including liver, kidney, and
brain were lysed and further labeled by using the biorthogonal
ASP probe. As shown in Fig. S1,† brain tissue showed the
greatest labelling intensity among these tissues, indicating that
proteins in the brain had the most affinity to aspirin at the
tissue level, in line with the clinical role of aspirin in treating
cerebrovascular diseases.15 Therefore, we selected the brain as
the subject of further analysis. Besides, the labeling intensity of
the ASP probe in brain lysates gradually increased in a concen-
tration dependent manner (Fig. S2a†). Moreover, the uores-
cence intensity of proteins labelled by the ASP probe could be
effectively competed away by pretreatment with unfunctional-
ized ASP (Fig. S2b†), indicating that the proteins captured by the
ASP probe were indeed the targets of ASP.

As shown in Fig. 2a and S3,† we applied the STEP pipeline to
generate the protein targets engaged by the ASP probe in lysed
brain tissues, as well as the scRNA-seq dataset of healthy mouse
brains to prole the cellular drug targets at single-cell resolu-
tion. As shown in Fig. 2b, we identied 725 targeted proteins in
total (probe group vs. DMSO group, FDR < 0.05 & fold change >
2). We then integrated the chemoproteomics results and scRNA-
seq dataset to evaluate the expression patterns of the cellular
targeted proteins (Fig. 2c and d) and further assigned these
protein targets to each cell type based on the expression abun-
dance (Fig. 2e). We found that neurons (neuron) and choroid
plexus epithelial cells (CPC) had higher expression levels for
most targeted proteins than other cell types such as microglia
(micro). These results revealed that the heterogeneous distri-
bution of aspirin protein targets could be observed not only at
the tissue level, but also at the cellular level within the same
tissue.

To further conrm these ndings, we performed the same
chemoproteomics experiment in HT22 (murine neuron) and
BV2 (murine microglia) cell lines. Comparing the labeling
effects of the ASP probe in the brain tissue, HT22, and BV2 cells,
we found the labeling intensity and specicity of these samples
to be distinct from each other (Fig. S4†), indicating that the
heterogeneity of protein targets of ASP was embodied in not
only tissues but also in different cell types. There were 680 and
566 ASP probe targeted-proteins identied in HT22 neurons
and BV2 cells, respectively (probe group vs. DMSO group)
(Fig. 2f). In particular, we identied 39 proteins such as
branched chain amino acid transaminase 1 (BCAT1) and col-
lapsin response mediator protein 4 (CRMP4) overlapping with
brain tissue in neuron, as well as 17 proteins such as signal
regulatory protein alpha (SIRPa) and leucyl and cystinyl
aminopeptidase (LNPEP) overlapping with brain tissue in
micro.

To verify the heterogeneity of protein target expression and
engagement in the two cell lines, we performed pull-down
assays by using the ASP probe for the four proteins
mentioned above, and the results matched well with the nd-
ings in tissues by STEP (Fig. 2g). Meanwhile, each identied
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of cellular target identification of ASMs in tissues by STEP. The workflow of STEP consists of four main modules:①
tissue selection, ② multi-omics data acquisition, ③ data integration and analysis, and ④ cellular target identification and functional analysis,
including cellular-targeted protein profiling, drug-targeted cell type identification, and integrated cellular-target networks.
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target protein pulled down by the ASP probe could be similarly
competed away by pre-incubating unmodied ASP in brain
tissues and the respective cell line (Fig. S5†). Furthermore, the
in situ labeling effect of the ASP probe in living HT-22 and BV2
cells showed that the ASP probe could penetrate the membrane
into the cytoplasm and effectively label the identied cellular
protein target in both cell lines (Fig. S6†). These results collec-
tively demonstrate the high specicity and condence of STEP
in identifying cellular drug–target proles in the tissues,
providing more precise information on the target distribution
and engagement across various cellular types.

It is noted that the most recognized aspirin target proteins,
prostaglandin G/H synthases 1 and 2 (PTGS1 and PTGS2), were
not included in our target list. PTGS1/2 are expressed in
different tissues at different levels; however, the expressed levels
of the recognized targets in brain tissue were relatively limited.
Consistent with our former results PTGS1/2 are more likely to be
pulled down in tissues with high levels of expression (Fig. S7†).
Accordingly, the absence of prostaglandin-related proteins in
our aspirin-brain dataset might primarily be ascribed to their
low expression either in brain tissue or the relevant cell lines.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Meanwhile, several studies have indicated that aspirin exerts
pleiotropic therapeutic effects by engaging diverse proteins. For
instance, aspirin predominantly diminishes the synthesis of
PGE2 by inhibiting the activity of PTGS1/2 during anti-
inammatory application.16 However, in the context of anti-
colorectal cancer, aspirin demonstrates tumor-suppressive
properties through multiple pathways, including effecting
transcriptional regulation through the acetylation of
histones.14,17–19 Therefore, the target proling of the drug and
the specic mechanism of action might be diverse depending
on tissue types and disease conditions. Our identication of
aspirin target proteins in brain tissue would enhance the
understanding of aspirin's versatility in treating neurological
diseases.
STEP reveals the selective deactivation of pathways in
proximal tubules in AAN tissues

Aristolochic acids (AAs), a class of carcinogenic and mutagenic
natural products derived from Aristolochia and Asarum plants,
can cause aristolochic acid nephropathy (AAN). Our previous
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 4313–4321 | 4315



Fig. 2 The profiling of cellular protein targets of aspirin in brain demonstrating the precision and specificity of the STEP pipeline. (a) Schematic of
cellular target profiling of aspirin (ASP) in mouse brains via STEP. (b) Volcano plot depicting the distribution of the targeted proteins captured by
the ASP probe in mouse brains. (c) UMAP (uniform manifold approximation and projection) visualization showing 17 cell types based on 24 684
single cell transcriptomes. Neuron, oligo: oligodendrocyte, astro: astrocyte, endo: endothelial cells, mural cell, RBC: red blood cell, fibro:
fibroblast, ABC: arachnoid barrier cells, EPC: ependymocytes, CPC: choroid plexus epithelial cells, mono: monocyte, micro: microglia, macro:
macrophage, neutro: neutrophils and unknown. (d) The heatmap showing the relative expression level of ASP probe targeted proteins across 17
cell types in the scRNA-seq dataset. (e) Lollipop chart depicting the numbers of ASP probe targeted proteins across 17 cell types in the scRNA-seq
dataset. (f) Volcano plot depicting the distribution of the targeted proteins captured by the ASP probe in the murine neuron cell line (left) and
microglia cell line (right). (g) Pull-downwestern blotting experiments verifying the cellular targets of BCAT1, CRMP4, SIRPa, and LNPEP proteins in
healthy brain tissue, the neuron cell line, and the microglia cell line.
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scRNA-seq studies have demonstrated that aristolochic acid I
(AAI, a major type of AA) could induce cell type-specic
responses in AAN renal tissue compared with healthy
4316 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 4313–4321
controls,20 and identied target protein proles of AAI in renal
tissue by chemoproteomics technology.21 Here, we employed
STEP to integrate these existing datasets including the AAI
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 3 Aristolochic acid selectively activating biological pathways in proximal tubular cells via profiling cellular targets in the kidney. (a) Schematic
of cellular target profiling of aristolochic acid (AAI) in mouse kidneys via STEP. (b) Volcano plot depicting the distribution of the targeted proteins
captured by the AAI probe in healthy mouse kidney lysates. (c) UMAP visualization showing 15 distinct cellular types of 23 256 cells in the scRNA-
seq dataset for healthy mouse kidneys. PT, proximal tubule; DLH, descending loop of Henle; ALH, ascending loop of Henle; DCT, distal
convoluted tubule; CD-IC, collecting duct intercalated cell; CD-PC, collecting duct principal cell; endo, endothelial; podo, podocyte; peri,
pericytes and vascular smooth muscle cells; fibro, fibroblast; neutro, neutrophil; B lymph, B lymphocyte; T lymph, T lymphocyte; NK, NK cell. (d)
The heatmap showing the relative expression level of AAI probe targeted proteins across 15 cell types in the mouse kidney. (e) Lollipop chart

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 4313–4321 | 4317
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targeted protein lists, bulk RNA-seq, and scRNA-seq datasets to
prole the cellular protein targets and mediate biological
pathways engaged by the AAI probe. Next, we performed
differentially expressed gene (DEG) analysis of each cell type
between the AAN group and the healthy group, and further
conducted gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) to determine
whether these pathways in various cell types were differentially
activated aer AAI treatment, thereby identifying the AAI-
mediated nephrotoxicity mechanism (Fig. 3a).

In the gel-labeling assay, the AAI probe successfully
labeled the protein targets in the range of physiological
concentrations, and pretreatment of unfunctionalized AAI
could markedly diminish the label intensity of the AAI probe
on the targets, demonstrating that the proteins captured by
the AAI probe represented the AAI targets well (Fig. S8†).
Furthermore, chemoproteomics identied 912 AAI targeted
proteins in total (probe group vs. DMSO group, FDR < 0.05 &
fold change > 1.2) (Fig. 3b). We then integrated the chemo-
proteomics results and scRNA-seq dataset to evaluate the
cellular targeted-protein expression pattern (Fig. 3c and d)
and further acquired the protein target distribution at singe-
cell resolution (Fig. 3e). These results revealed that proximal
tubular (PT) cells have the largest number of targeted proteins
compared to other cell types, in agreement with a previous
report that PT cells are the primary target of AAI in the
kidney.22 Gene ontology (GO) enrichment results indicated
that AAI differentially affected the biological pathways
involving protein targets among various cell types. In terms of
enriched pathways, AAI-mediated pathways in PT cells,
descending loop of Henle (DLH) cells, and other renal
epithelial cells were mainly involved in CH–CH group of
donors, CH–OH group of donors, and electron transfer
activity (Fig. 3f), which coincides well with the fact that AAI
induces apoptosis in renal cells by disturbing metabolic
processes and mitochondrial respiration.21

Next, we wanted to determine the selective activation or
deactivation of these pathways mentioned above across
different cell types in the AAN and healthy groups. GSEA results
of the bulk RNA-seq dataset indicated that the two oxidore-
ductase activity pathways in kidney tissue were signicantly
down-regulated aer AAI treatment (Fig. 3g). To nd out which
renal cell types were responsible for the dysfunction of the two
pathways, the DEG proles of various cells in the scRNA-seq
dataset were further subjected to GSEA. Our results revealed
that these two pathways were signicantly down-regulated in PT
cells rather than DLH cells, indicating that AAI could selectively
deactivate oxidoreductase activities in PT cells (Fig. 3h). These
STEP results revealed the selective regulation of ASM-mediated
pathways in a specic cell type, indicating the role of STEP as
a powerful tool in identifying biological regulation among
various cells in different tissues.
depicting the numbers of AAI probe targeted proteins across 15 cell typ
enriched by targeted proteins across various cell types in the scRNA-
oxidoreductase activity pathways (AAN vs. healthy groups) in the bulk RN
oxidoreductase activity pathways (AAN vs. healthy groups) in the scRNA-

4318 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 4313–4321
STEP provides novel insights into anti-tumor actions of
cisplatin in xenogra tumors

As one of the most commonly used drugs in cancer chemo-
therapy and combination therapy, cisplatin (cis) is generally
understood to kill tumor cells via acting on the purine and
pyrimidine bases of DNA. Nevertheless, the intracellular plat-
inum binding to DNA has been estimated as only about 1–
10%23,24 because other intracellular nucleophilic substances
such as RNA, cysteine residues on proteins and thiol-containing
ligands can also engage with cisplatin.25,26 Several studies have
recently indicated that cisplatin can also suppress tumor cells
by directly interacting with proteins, supporting that proteins
are important functional targets of cisplatin, in the same vein as
their canonical nucleic acid targets.27,28 Therefore, we developed
a cis-based activity probe to globally prole the protein targets
in both the 4T1 murine breast tumor cell line and the corre-
sponding cell-line-derived tumor xenogra (CDTX) model by
chemoproteomics. The targeting efficiency and selectivity of the
cis probe were conrmed by the labeling and competing
experiments in the 4T1 cells and CDTX lysates (Fig. S9†).
Meanwhile, a scRNA-seq dataset of CDTX tissue was also
collected to dissect the drug–target engagement across various
cell types via the STEP pipeline (Fig. 4a and S10†). There were 15
and 52 protein targets identied in the 4T1 cell line and CDTX
tissue, respectively (probe group vs. DMSO group, FDR < 0.05 &
fold change > 1.2) (Fig. 4b and c). As for the scRNA-seq dataset of
CDTX tissue, we acquired 9452 cells including tumor cells
(54.6%), macrophages (31.2%), T lymphocytes (4.08%),
neutrophils (8.94%) and broblasts (1.26%), which compre-
hensively depicted the cellular composition of the tumor
microenvironment (Fig. 4d). As expected, tumor cells were the
cell subset in which most protein targets were enriched, and
other cell subsets also had greater-than-expected numbers of
distributed targets (Fig. 4e). As shown in Fig. 4f, there were 12
overlapping protein targets between 4T1 cells and CDTX tissue.
Most of the protein targets in the 4T1 cell line (12/15) were also
identied in CDTX tissue, while CDTX tissue had 40 exclusive
targets. As for the cell specicity of target distribution in the
tissue, tumor cells (in CDTX tissue) had 14 exclusive targets and
6 targets shared with 4T1 cells, and some targets were only
identied in immune cells such as neutrophils and T
lymphocytes.

To further compare the pathways mediated by drug–targets
in tumor cells (in CDTX tissue) and 4T1 cells, GO enrichment
analysis found that tumor cells enriched an additional 614
(accounting for 43.4%) exclusive pathways, indicating that the
MOA of cis in CDTX tissue is much more complex than those in
simplied cell lines (Fig. 4g). As for the overlapped pathways (n
= 372, accounting for 26.3%), we found that the median P value
of enriched pathways based on tumor cells (median = 0.037)
was lower than the P value based on 4T1 cells, demonstrating
es in the murine kidney. (f) Cnetplot depicting the biological pathways
seq dataset. (g) GSEA results revealing the enrichment level of two
A-seq dataset. (h) GSEA results revealing the enrichment level of two
seq dataset for both PT cells (top panel) and DLH cells (bottom panel).

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 4 STEP providing more informative knowledge of cisplatin's anti-tumor mechanism by comparing target engagements in CDTX tissue and
the tumor cell line. (a) Schematic of cellular target profiling of cisplatin (cis) in mouse kidneys via STEP. (b) Volcano plot depicting the distribution
of the targeted proteins captured by the cis probe in 4T1 tumor line lysates. (c) Volcano plot depicting the distribution of the targeted proteins
captured by the cis probe in mice CDTX tissue lysates. (d) UMAP visualization showing 5 distinct cellular identities of mouse tumor tissue in the
scRNA-seq dataset. (e) The heatmap showing the relative expression level of cis probe targeted protein profiles across 5 cell types in the scRNA-
seq dataset. (f) The UpSet plot showing the overlapping of targeted proteins captured by the cis probe among various cell types in CDTX tissue
and the 4T1 tumor cell line. (g) The circle plot depicting the type (overlapping or specific) and the relative proportion of GO enriched pathways
(biological process) involving the protein targets. (h) The density plot showing the distribution of overlapped GO enriched pathways' P value. (i)
Cnetplot depicting the enriched biological pathways involving the targeted proteins across various cell types in CDTX tissue and the 4T1 cell line.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 4313–4321 | 4319
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that the statistical signicance of the enrichment results was
improved via enlarging the targets' scope with STEP analysis in
CDTX tissue (Fig. 4h). Integrated analysis of GO enrichment
results and targets prole revealed that xenogra tumor cells
and 4T1 cells shared the pathways of NAD binding and calcium-
dependent protein binding, while specic pathways such as
double-strand RNA binding and oxidoreductase activity were
exclusively enriched for targeted proteins in tumor cells. Inter-
estingly, the pathways of mRNA binding and G-rich strand
telomeric DNA binding involving the targeted proteins were
shared in neutrophils and T lymphocytes (Fig. 4i). Compared
with target proling in the 4T1 cell line by chemoproteomics,
the application of STEP in CDTX tissues not only brought out
more informative knowledge in the understanding of the anti-
tumor mechanism of cis within the tumor microenvironment,
but also provided novel insights into the side-effects (e.g.
granulocytopenia) by engaging cis targeted proteins in the
immune cells.

The co-existing non-protein-based targets and protein
targets of cisplatin indicated the versatility of its antitumor
mechanism. In this study, an activity-based protein proling
strategy was employed to globally prole the distribution of
proteins. This approach offers a novel perspective on under-
standing the anti-cancer activity of cisplatin. However, the
precise binding mechanisms of the identied protein targets
and their subsequent contribution to cis's therapeutic efficacy
remain to be validated and studied. While the nucleic acid
targets were not identied in the chemical proteomics experi-
ments, our analytical framework should be exible and appli-
cable to integrate the nucleic acid targets with the scRNA-seq
datasets in principle. For example, enriching and identifying
cisplatin's nucleic acid targets in tissues would enable the
proling of their distribution and associated biological path-
ways across various cells by integrating the single-cell RNA
sequencing dataset through a similar analytical pipeline. It is
important to acknowledge certain limitations in our experi-
mental design.

In this study, the use of homogenized lysates, as a common
practice in chemical proteomics studies for enhanced labeling
efficiency and maximal protein identication, inadvertently
neglects considerations of permeability conditions and traf-
cking pathways of the probes. This limitation may inuence
the labeling behavior of functionalized probes in tissue lysates,
potentially deviating from their behavior in living systems. To
address this, future investigations could be extended to orga-
noids or living animals, providing a more comprehensive
understanding of drug–protein interactions under physiologi-
cally relevant conditions.

Conclusion

In summary, we developed a STEP pipeline to indentify the
targets of ASMs in tissues at single-cell resolution by integrating
scRNA-seq and chemoproteomics datasets. This proof of
concept has been successfully veried by three classic drugs,
with the identication of cellular drug–protein engagement.
More importantly, the unprecedented resolution of their targets
4320 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 4313–4321
and biological processes in mammalian tissues provides novel
insights for understanding the pharmacological and toxicolog-
ical mechanisms of ASMs, which have been neglected or diffi-
cult to detect in cell models. We believe STEP is a powerful and
reliable strategy to prole the cellular-specic targets, which
would ll up the gaps in the knowledge of molecular mecha-
nisms between in vivo and in vitro systems.
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